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Review: for Loops

for (initialization; condition; update) {

// loop body

}
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Happens once per loop only, before 
the first check of the condition

Happens before every iteration.
If it evaluates to true, the loop
body will run.

Happens at the end of
every iteration. Usually
used to update a variable
declared in the initialization.



Review: Arrays

What are the two key properties of arrays?

Declaration:
type[] var_name;

Initialization:
Method 1:
type[] var_name = {val1, val2, val3, …};

Method 2:
type[] var_name = new type[SIZE];
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Using An Array

When you create an array of size n, you are 
creating n contiguous places in memory to store 
values of the same type.

Refer to each element by its index, starting from 
0.

String[] instructors = {"John", "Jackie", "Bentley"};
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instructors[0] instructors[1] instructors[2]

"John" "Jackie" "Bentley"



This Lecture

More about Arrays

Intro to Reference Types

Lots of practice with loops, arrays and Strings!
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Need to Initialize Values

What happens if we do this?
String[] names = new String[35];

// print first name

System.out.println(names[0]);

We get a null because we've created a place to 
store a String, but we haven't set its value yet. 
Remember to initialize the entries of your arrays 
if you use method 2!
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Common Array Problems 1

Referring to an index that doesn't exist.
ArrayIndexOutOfBounds exception

int[] x = {1, 2, 3};

System.out.println(x[-1]);

System.out.println(x[3]);
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Common Array Problems 2

Trying to access an array when the array variable 
is not pointing to any data.

NullPointerException

int[] x;

System.out.println(x.length);
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Objects

Arrays and Strings are Objects.

In fact, except for the primitive data types (the 
ones that start with lowercase, like int, double, 
float, byte, boolean, etc.), everything in Java is 
an Object.

Objects are data bundled with methods to work 
with the data, and properties.
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Methods of Objects

Some String methods:
.equals(), .length(), .toLowerCase()

In general: object.method_name()

Arrays have no methods. Instead, they have a 
property called length

.length

Because this is not a method, there is no () after
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Reference Types

Things are about to get confusing…
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Objects Using Reference Types

The variables of objects, including arrays, don't 
directly store the values of the objects. 

Instead, they store a reference to the location in 
memory containing the value.

Think of this as storing an address, which points to 
where the data is actually located in memory.
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int vs int[]

int val = 42; int[] vals = {42, 37};
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42

val

3480 University St.

vals

Meanwhile, at 3480 University St:

42, 37

int int[]



Try It Out!

Let’s try creating a int array with some values, 
then printing it out in DrJava.

i.e.,
int[] arr = {1,2,3,4,5};

System.out.println(arr);
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Consequences: Assignment

int[] x = {1, 2, 3};

int[] y = x;

y[0] = 2;

System.out.println(x[0]);

What's happening here?
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Consequences: Equality

int[] arr1 = {1, 2, 3};

int[] arr2 = {1, 2, 3};

System.out.println(arr1 == arr2);

This is also why we have to use .equals() to 
compare the values of Strings.
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Exercise

Write a method that takes an int array as input, 
and prints the elements out, separated by a 
comma and a space.

e.g.,
int[] arr = {1,2,3,4};

printArray(arr);

// prints “1, 2, 3, 4”
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Exercise

Write some code that actually copies an array of 
ints (i.e., not just make it point to the same part 
of memory).

e.g.,
int[] arr1 = {1, 4, 3, 6, 7};

int[] arr2;

// make arr2 have a copy of the data in arr1
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STRINGS

More about Strings
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String vs char[]

A String is just a fancy version of char[] – both 
store an array of char values.

A String has in addition:
Useful methods like .equals(), .toLowerCase(), 
.length()

A special way to be created, using "" syntax

(So we don't have to go {'H', 'e', 'l', 'l', 'o', ',', ' ', 'W', 'o', 'r', 
'l', 'd'} as for a char[].)
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More String Methods

.charAt(int i) Gets the ith char of a String (starting from 0)

.substring(int a, int b) Gets the substring starting at position a 
with length b.

.compareTo(String other) Tells you which String comes first, 
orthographically.

.indexOf(char c) Gets the index of the first occurrence of c

.toLowerCase() Gets a lower-case version of the String.

.toUpperCase() Gets an upper-case version of the String
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Exercise

Write some code that turns a String into a 
format that is like a name—i.e., the first letter is 
capitalized, and all subsequent ones are not.

"bob"  "Bob"
"BOB"  "Bob"
"BoB"  "Bob"
"bOb"  "Bob"

Hint: use the methods 
Character.toLowerCase(char ch) and/or 
Character.toUpperCase(char ch)
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Caesar Cipher

Used in the ancient Roman army to obscure 
important messages

ATTACKATMIDNIGHT*
DWWDFNDWPLGQLJKW

Encrypt by shifting all letters by three positions
A (1st letter)  D (4th letter)
T (20th letter) W (23rd letter)

*Ancient Romans didn't use lowercase letters, or spaces
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Exercise

Implement the encryption algorithm for a 
Caesar cipher

Steps:
Read each character of the plaintext

Convert it to its numerical value

Add 3

Tricky: implement wrap-around (e.g., Z  C)

Convert it back to a char, and save it or print it out
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Variants

ROT13 Shift by 13 instead of 3

In fact, can shift by any number of letters.

Harder: arbitrary mapping between letters, not 
necessarily in order. This is called a letter 
substitution cipher.

It turns out you can train a computer to crack letter 
substitution ciphers if you know what language the 
text is in!
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